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ABSTRACT

Writing is a significant part ofthe middle school Language Arts curriculum.

Students must become competent writers in any of eight different stjles,including Report
of Information. They do not, however,appear to be writing often enough to master the

skills involved in writing. So,the California Framework Commission has called upon
teachers to find challenging and creative wa5^ to motivate students to write more.

In that light, students are using computers to integrate graphics, sound,and

animation in combination with their writing to Create richly compelling multimedia
presentations on a variety of topics. These presentations, called hypercompositions(HC),
result in hi^-quality assessments of writing.

However,students seem to get bogged down in the development of HC because

they do not have a step-by-step process for completing their projects. They may become
frastrated and feel overwhelmed and thus may choose not to take advantage ofthe rich
benefits HC can offer.

This project,entitled HvoerReport.is a computer based program that helps
students by guiding them through the HC development process. With it, students learn to
create a stoiyboard, design a project map,and create a hypercomposition stack using

HyperStudio. They learn to organize their media and use an established sequence for
incorporating graphic,sound,text, and animation elements to their stacks.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

Computer technology is changing the way students and educator look at writing.

Research reveals that computerized writing aids such as grammar and spell checking
programs inraease student aeatmty{BerhhaTdt & Wojahn, 1990). Likewise,word
processors are powerful tools for student writers because they allow students to generate
more fluid writing. Revisions are varied and more intense because students are more

willingto revise and thus develop a deeper understanding ofthe writing process. But,
computers can be used for far more than jusl traditional word-processor writing.

Wirii computers as a centerpiece,students can create "hjpercompositions"(HC)
multimedia presentations that combine tejd with music,narration,gr^hic images,and

mordes to communicate ideas and information in a more compelling way(Ambron &
Hooperi 1988). Hypercompositions are non-linear. Information is broken down into

small chunks ofinformation that users ejploie as they ple^e (See Figure 1.1). Students

elaborate on ideas beyond the traditional tools of pendls,crayons, books,and paint.
Writing constitutes a significant part ofthe language arts curriculum from

kindergarten to hi^ school. Middle school students are required to write in ei^t
different styles. One of the eight stjfes is Report ofInformation(RGI). In ROI writing,
they define a topic or problem to research, conduct the research using primary and
secondary sources, and then report their finding to a specific audience. Students are
erpected to present specific and conoiete information in a focused and organized manner

(MVUSD,1996). The most effa^ve approach to ROI writing utilizes the writing

process. This process is a student-centered integration of reading, writing,thinking and

1 ,

Traditional Linear Text

Traditionally written media are linear and
generally are read from beginning to end.
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Student

book

(One-way information transfer)

Non-Linear Hypercomposition

f

k

L

(Two-way information transfer as
students interact with computer)

J1

Non-linear transfer of information allows
user to control what information is
accessed and in what order.

Clip art images from Corel Gallery

Figure 1.1. Linear and non-linear navigation. Comparison shows that non-linear
navigation is more interactive than traditional linear text.

speaking that the U.S.Department of Education(1986)considers the most effective way
to teadi writing. Students en^ge in brainstorming and other ori^izational prewriting
activities, compose a rou^ draft, re\dse the composition for content improvement,edit for

grammar and mechanical corrections, and write and publish the final draft But the ROI
writing process is not limited to produdng a traditional research paper. It goes beyond

traditional writing when students develop hypercomposition for ROI. They choose atopic
of interest to themselves,read and research, oipnize their information, design the
presentation, organize and draft the text, select and integrate the various media,rerne
according to peer and teacher conferences,and then publish their work in the form of a
multimedia presentation (Botts, 1995). In order to develop the presentation,the student

"dwells on a concept and considers how to present it well,[so] the concept will be
understood when it is presented"(Hooper, 1990,p.l5). These meet both the goals and
the U.S. Department of Education's writing process approach.

Report of Information writing relies on a variety of strate^es for presenting and
assessing information,(MVUSD,1987). With HC,each medium acts as a separate

strate©r within the presentation and serves as one ROI assessment strategy among many

others:traditionally written report, video production, dramatic presentation, and speech.

Hypercomposition fosters individual creativity and flexibility within a wide variety of
stractured tasks.

Heinich et al(1996)report ftiat ROIhypercomposition is conducive to
collaborative learning,is an effective wayto implement whole language strate^es across
the curriculum, and is authentic and multisensory. They furftier state that it allows

students to show connections in what theyleam in a variety of media. Furthermoie, when

students are enpged in authentic woric that is important to them,they

good about the

work that they do and thus are more inclined to do quality school woik (Glasser, 1993).
Cognitive skills are also developed with HG. Students sharpen their research,
organizational, and caitical thinking skills as they develop the information for their

presentations. They must read,synthesize, and organize the information to be presented.
Their written and oral language skills are improved.

Language arts students must,throu^ a rigorous,integrated core curriculum,engage
in a meaningful investigation of knowledge,values, and skills (California Department of
Education, 1987). "In integrated units ofstudy,teachers emphasize the rich cormections
among content areas,teach students the interrelatedness of knowledge and skills, and
foster a holistic view oflearning"(p. vi). Students rhust be able to think logically, read
with understanding, write with clarity, speak articulatdy, and listen with comprehension

(Conroy and Hedley, 1990).
As part of this mandate,students are required to write on a wide range of topics,

in a variety of writing stjdes including problem solution,speculation about cause and
effect, story, autobiographical incident, and report ofinformation. Traditiondly,these

topics are treated as routine actirities for individual students wherein compositions offive
to seven paragraphs are assigned. But,students indicate that they are bored, while teachers
seem locked into a repetitive routine rather than challenged to give their best teaching
(En^ish-Language Arts Curriculum Framework and Criteria Committee, 1987). With the
implementation of the California English-Language Arts framework,teachers are being

called upon to be more creative and stimulating, and students are being challenged to
demonstrate writing skills across the curriculum.

Despite this challenge,however, students are actually writing very little. Seventyfive percent of ei^th gmde students receive an hour or less ofinstruction in writing in the

average week (Hill, 1992). Half ofthe 12tii graders surveyed by Hill reported writing no
more than two papers in a six week period, and only 20% of 12th graders had written five
or more papers. Of the fourth grade p^ers reviewed, most averaged 84 words,while the
papers of ei^th graders averaged only half a page.

The improvement of the quality of student writing is a primary concCm of writing
instructors. Writing actmties must motivate students to spend mote time writing, utilize

the writing process,involve topics that are interdisdplinary, and encour^e student
creativity and flerdbllity. The writing must reflect real meaning and purpose.
Hypercomposition as a Solution

Developing hypercompositions is one way to encourage students to write more and
write well. In doing so,students use language as a tool to communicate their ideas on a
variety oftopics,in a myriad of subjects. They rpply what they know to solve problems.
Students uncover specific details, organize and then report them using written and oral

language in combination with graphics,sound and animation. HC is part and parcel of a
collaborative, whole-language writing process that is authentic and challendng to students.
Students must be challenged to produce quality school work; but they are not

likelyto do so until they are given quality assignments su<3i as those dven when
developing multimedia projects. Students who do their best on each useful assignment

and put significant time md effort into their woik will produce quality work (Glasser,

1993). They feel good about the work they do and take pleasure in knowing they have
accomplished something tbrou^ their own hard work. Consequently, when students put
forth their best efforts they improve not only the quality oftheir writing, but the overall
qu^ity ofthdr work,as well.
Hvpercomtjosition is Collaborative

Students must develop a variety of approaches to solving problems including the

ability to work in groups and write coUaboratively. HC strengthens these skills. With

traditional written assi^unents,classes work together to brainstorm ideas,but the bulk of

the writing process is done alone. Students reunite to peer edit each othefs work and then
rewrite alone. Collaborative work generally results in a hi^er calibre of work than

students would have attained individually(Od^ard, 1993). Students benefit from
coopoative learning because they belp each other(Bmder,1992). Theylearn more when
they teach because they must consider the problem,organize and process what they know
about the problem,and then effojtively communicate what they know to someone dse.

Co-authoring HC entails the sharing ofideas, shared decision making, and sharing the
task of developing the project(Dale, 1994).

Students can divide the research work and multiple steps for creating HC into

manageable s^nents. Groups can use a"blended dialogic modd" of collaborative writing

(Dale,1994)in which students share a dialog about the topic and verbally express their
ideas. From this,they create a blended,collaborative response to the writing topic. Even
when there is productive disagreement within the group, positive progress can be made.

Students think critically about the ideas,strategies, and opinions of other members ofthe
group,negotiate their differences, and reach consensus.
Collaborative HC can be an asset to students of all ability levels. Students with

different backgrounds,interests, and skills bring a variety oftalents to a group(Gay&
Grosz-Ngate, 1994). Consequently, collaborative HC can be an effective means for
accommo(teting and addressing differences in students' understanding and skills which
helps dl ofthe group members to excel. Regardless oftheir abilitylevels they can be

involved in complex and challenging tasks.(Sheingold, 1991).
Hvpercomposition Prowdes an Authentic Assessment

Hypercompositions allow students the opportunity to work in a constructivist
environment in which learners make their own meanings from contextual scenarios(Marra

& Jonassen, 1993). They answer questions that become relevant to them based upon their
own research. They determine the difficulty of and the energy investment in their projects.

When they understand the relationship between what they do in the classroom and what is
of interest to them,their investment in the work increases; the work is authentic.

As students constmct meaning from their interactions with others, they formulate

hypotheses from information they gather and test and communicate what they think

(Merrill, 1991).They are unconcerned with what subject is being taught because what they
are doing in the classroom approximates what they do outside the classroom. The
activities are authentic. While it is trae that traditional composition that fits these
requirements are also considered authentic, HC uses equally,if not more authentic means

to process information in a far richer manner than can often be done with traditionally
written assignments.

With HC,students do less drill and memorization and become problem solvers
who constmct their own meaning from the information available to them. Multimedia
technology can become the constraction kit of the future much like the Legos and Erector

Sets so common in the classroom today(Peridns, 1991). Students increase their skills,

take pride in work that is meaningful to them,and learn to effectively use information.

Because of this,they work hard to produce the best project they can. And,the harder they
work on their HC the harder they woric on their writing. The harder they work on their
writing,the better it becomes (Glasser, 1992).
When students are seriously involved in creating HC,they are challenged to reason,
question,integrate and synthesize information from different sources."Such 'higher order"

activities help students to understand and remember information and ideas"(Sheingold,
1991,p. 19). They become more confident in their knowledge ofthe subject and therefore
can be more authoritative in their presentation. HC can increase a student's chances for
successful ROI writing and is,therefore,a viable altemative assessment tool.
Hvpercomposition Sut)t)orts Whole Language Instmction

Skills-based programs that focus on brief narratives, work sheets, or teach

independent skills in isolation are relativdy ineffective. Theylack the connections that
allow student to make meaning of the material. Furthermore, programs and assignments
that focus on one ofthe language arts at a time ate equally ineffective(English Language
Arts Committee, 1987). What works better are instractional programs that integrate all of

the language arts;listening,reading, writing,thinking and speaking;in other words,whole
language.
Hypercomposition encompasses a whole language approach by its very nature

because it incorporates graphics,sound,and text. Students integrate their listening,
speaking reading and writing skills as they select a topic,research, plan, and develop

projects that are authentic, compelling and connected to the world around them.
When students are woridng collaboratively on a multimedia assignment,theylisten
to each other and discuss the assignment among themselves. At some point they come to
a consensus and perhaps use a synthesis of their ideas to create their presentations. At

that point they have already used thinking,listening, and speaking skills. As they research
and then write the text for their presentation, riiey use additional language arts skills such

as listening and speaking when th^ make audio and video recordings oftheir ideas. As
problems occur to them,they go throu^ the whole language process all over again and
thus refine their projects.
Statement of Need

A main concem that writing instmctoK have,even when students are using HC,is

the lack of effidency in developing student projects. Althou^ students frequently invest
significant amounts oftime tr5dng to constmct HC,too often,those efforts are done
haphazardly and fall short of the intended maik because the students do not know how to
mantle themselves and their project. Consequently,they sometimes find HC
overwhelming and fmstrating Researchers have observed and agree on a need for stmcture

within Hypercomposition that will help students go throu^ the non-traditional process of

developing HC (Koh,Loo & Chua, 1993). Althou^ stracture initially causes some loss
offreedom and spontaneity of composition,it ultimately encourages better writing,

enhances creativity, and reduces the cognitive overiiead required to organize the various
media available.

Purpose ofthe Project

Students who know how to conduct their researdi and are adept at using
computers,scanners, CD-ROMs,laser disk players and other equipment need a means for
organizing thdr resources, designing the project, and completing the development process.
In doing so,students will be able to meet the goals ofimproving their writing in a

challenging manner where they exercise their creativityin a way they find interesting and
motivating. This project, entitled HvperReoort.will provide students with a stmctured,
step-by^step process for developing their own Report of Information hypercompositions

using HyperStudio®. It takes the student throu^ stor^hoarding, developing a navigational
map,organizing graphic art, video, animation,and sounds. By using HyperReport,students
will be able to complete their projects in a stmctured and time efficient manner.

Not only will HyperReport serve as a tool for the student,but it will assist the
teacher in the classroom. Guiding a student through the hypercomposition process can be

a daunting task for the teacher. Figures 1.2 -1.4 illustrate the tasks that must be
accomplished if the student is to develop a hypercomposition. First,students must be
able to conduct research. In order to do so they must,at the very least,select an

appropriate topic and then narrow that topic accordirrg to audience and time constraints,
locate sources that will offer appropriate multimedia material,take notes, and prepare a
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Developing a Multimedia Report ofInformation

1. Conduct.

Research

2. Write

3. Develop

Convincingly

Multimedia

1.1 select a

1.11 narrow

topic

the topic

1 2 locate

1.21 books,

. 1.22 audio,

source

periodicals,

...video, graphic

material

reference

sources

1..1 prepare

bibliography

1.4 take notes

Figure 1.2. Task analysis (conducting research). The tasks required to complete the first
step of developing a multimedia report ofinformation are identified.
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Developing a Multimedia Report ofInformation

1. Conduct
Research

2. Wnte

3. Develop

Convincingly

Multimedia

2.1 organize

2.11 create

notes.

outline

2.2 type

2.21 present

rough draft

information

clearly

2.31 check

2.3 revise draft

content &

organization

2.41 check

2.4 edit drart

grammar &
spelling

Figure 1.3. Task analysis (write convincingly). The tasks required to write convincingly,
a prerequisite to developing multimedia, are identified.
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Developing a Multimedia Report of Information
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effects
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spelling, sounds

the project

buttons

Figure 1.4. Task analj^is (develop multimedia). Once prerequisite steps are

completed, developing the multimedia involves seventeen separate tasks.
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1

5, music,1

sounds

1

bibliogr^hy. Next,students must also effectlvdy oiganize, analyze and synthesize the

information they have gathered into a system of notes. Students must be able to develop a
detailed outline in order to write effectively. After initial ideas have been developed into a
rou^ draft, students must then edit and revise their writirig. Finally,to facilitate the

assembly all of the media sources into one hypercomposition,students must oiganize
their various media sources,select text for the screen and for narration,import sounds and
music digitize pictures, charts, maps,etc.

For the teacher,the number of steps maybe difficiilt to manage because groups of
students may be at varying stages of development at any given time. As a result,teachers

find themselves repeating procedural information numerous times. On the other hand,
teachers mayjust pace the class so that all groups are at the same stage at the same time.

With HyperReport,guidance can be provided to students when they are actually ready to
use it. The teachefs time can then he more effectively spent in facilitating student research
and on assisting students with the conc^ts they are learning.

Moreover,if students knew exactly what they needed to do,and knew that they
could turn to a program such as HyperReport precisely when they needed to,they would
be less intimidated to create a hypercomposition. Students would be able to focus on
every st^ knowing that there was a tool that could help them with what to do next.

Furthermore,since there are over 30 tasks to go throu^,from the selection ofthe topic to
finalizing the project,it is conceivable that different students would have questions about
any one ofthose 30 steps. If the teacher were the only resource for those answers,few
students would be assisted.
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A computer based project that provides such information,guidance,and stracture

gives students what they need to know so they may communicate effectively what they
have learned about a subject. With HyperReport students can develop more creative and
compelling hypeicompositions in an efficient manner with less fmstiation.
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CHAPTER TWO

Middle School Language Arts Curriculum
Neariy all American adults can read and write at a basic level, but fewer than half

can use a bus schedule or accuratdy record car-maintenance information (Gleick, 1995).
Consequently,efforts are being made to increase the competency of American students.
For example. Goals 2000 seeks to ensure that students not only demonstrate competencgr

in English, mathematics,science, history, and geography,but that students learn to use
their minds well,so that they may be prepared for responsible citizenship,further learning,

and productive employment. If American students are to reach these goals they must

complete challen^ng assignments,rather than passively receive information. They must

develop cognitive skills throu^ activities,such as frequent writing that employs the

writing process. And,they must use multiple resources such as electronic technolos^,
classic works ofliterature, and science laboratories rather than rely upon the exclusive uSe
oflecture and textbooks (Patrick, 1991).
Although the State of Galifomia established its three primary educational goals
prior to the implementation of Gods 2000;the state's goals are consistent with national

goals(Goals 2000). Califomia's goals are to prepare students to become productive,
skilled, and literate employees;to hdp students develop into informed and thouditful

citizens; and to produce cultirrally literate adults (California State Department of
Education, 1987). In order to accomplish these gods,the English-Language Arts

curriculum must emphasize instmction that is based upon the instmctiond needs and

persond ©speri^nces ofthe students. The activities that students do must interrelate
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listening,speaking, reading and writing; and they must be an integral part ofthe general
curriculum. Finally,there should be a broad range of assessments.

The Language Arts Framework declares that language arts must be a curriculum

priority because it ^lows students to access knowledge in all subject areas(Nemetz,
1987). The Framework further states that the effective use oflanguage is key to lifelong
learning strategies which will permit students to acquire the technical skills needed when
they enter the work world. While exposure to lasting and compelling literature provides

opportunities for students to question and cormect with the past and present,it is when
students engage in the writing process that they discover a means for clarifying their
thinking. The writing process is a tool for all curricular areas because as they improve
their writing skills throng the revision process. They also discover that theyindeed have

something to say(En^ish-Language Arts Curriculum Framework and Criteria Committee,
1987).

The language arts curriculum focuses on the writing process where students first
concentrate on content, then on form,and ultimately on correctness. According to

St Martin's Handbook,the writing process encompasses all ofthe mental activities that

accompanythe physical act of composition(Lunsford & Cormors, 1995). These activities
are often r^etitive and sometimes erratic since writers may,for example,develop the ideas
for the conclusion while they are revising an unrelated paragraph. Lunsford and Cormors
outline a 7-step writing process with consideration ofthe audience and purpose for

writing as the initial step. This may involve persuading,informing,or eqrlaining
something to a reader. The second step is to erplore the question,problem or ideas to be
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addressed. Planning comes next and requires tiie writer to dedde how to organize the
information. This organizational plan leads the writer through the subsequent step of
drafting. Drafting is considered the central part of composition. This is the stage where
the writer tries out information and arguments. The fifth step is revision where a careful

rereading and analysis ofthe draft is done. This is where the writer considers the

effectiveness of the argument,the clarity ofinformation and the organization of details.
This is also the step in the process tibat may send the student back to the erqrloration

stage to find more information or insists into the problem. After the writers complete
this step,they move into the editing and proofreading step. Here they examine the
correctness oftheir writing. They check and correct spelling, pimctuation, and sentence

stmctrrre. The final step in the writing process is the one in which students think

critically about the work they have done. This is where they consider their strengths and
weaknesses as a writer.

There are many types of writing that must be taught in the middle school
classroom, among them are narrative and descriptive writing,expository writing, and

research writing. Figure 2.1 details the various forms of writing, as well as the sequential

steps in the writing process that are used for writing instmction in California's Moreno
Valley middle schools(Moreno Valley Unified School District, 1989.)
Writing as Part ofthe Curriculum

Many content-area teachers think that the ultimate goal oflanguage arts and the
teaching of writing is for writing to be transparent and unimportant(Slevin, Fort

O'Connor, 1990). That is,good writing should not get in the way ofthe truthfulness of
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SKILL

7th Grade

6th Grade

8th Grade

PREWRiriNG

Establish Audience

T

T

T

T

T

T

Clustering/Mapping

T

T

T

Quickwrite

T

T

T

Journals

T

T

T

Notebooks

I

I

I

Outlining

T

T

T

Oral Language

T

T'

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

Strategies
Brainstorming

Visual Prompting
DRAFTING

Kinds OfWriting
Narrative/Descriptive

Autobiography
■

Biography

, . T ..

T

T

Memoir

T

T

T

Problem Solution

T

T

T

Report OfInformation

T

T

T

Story

T

T

T

Analysis

T

T

T

Evaluation

T

T

T

Interpretation

T

T

T

T

T

T

Eiqiositoiy

Research/MLA
Format
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Figure 2.1. Writing as a process, (Ad^ted from Moreno Valley Unified School
District).
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the content. It is only when writing is bad that it really gets any attention at all.
However,this belief in the neutrality of writing reduces students to "mediocrity and...

does not promote reflection, wit,humanity and persuasion..."(p.l1).
Writing does,however,have meaning in and ofitself. It is a reflection ofthe way

students think and how well they undeistand content. Writing is evidence of the students'
fundamental rdationship with what they are studjdng. And,their purpose for writing

shapes the form the writing takes bec^se it can be used to communicate information,
express ideas,to impress teachers and peers,orjust to improve skills and understanding

(Harris & Cunnin^am, 1994). Writers, much like readers, move back and forth between
mental images. Writers move from the mental image they want to portray to the

constracted text and back again. This back and forth effort ofrereading, reconfirming, and
rethinking that occurs during the writing process helps to firm the notions that writers

have about the topics about which they are learning and writing. For this reason,the
writing process is important to learning content information.

Althou^ many educators talk about a writing process throu^ which students
leam to e^^ress their ideas, many professional writers interviewed by Gallo(1994)
indicate that there really is no singular process for writing. However, all indicated that
they employ some type ofprocess in their writing. Most professional composition is
non-fiction, while most student compositions are responses to fiction writing(Newkirk,

1990).Therefore,topics for student writing need to be ejgranded to allow them to write
with authority about fiction and non-fiction topics that matter to them. The tj^e of
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writing called for in the Moreno Valley Unified School District frameworic permits
students such expanded writing opportunities.

Additionally, most professional writers agree that publication was a turning point

in their attitudes about writing(Calkins, 1994), When writing is published in some form,
writers begin to make the coimection between reading and writing. This allows students
to imagine the reader and what form their text will take in order to effectively
communicate with the reader.

From this,it seems clear that students need an opportunity to employ some kind

of writing process in the classroom and some manner in which they may publish their
wo±. Publication of student work has traditionally ranged from pjpers posted on the

wall,to entries in literary magazines, yearbooks and newspapers. However, with the
availability of computers and authoring software in the classroom,student publication

now also includes hypercomposition as an alternative means for students to think,
compose,and publish ideas and information.
Multimedia/Hypercomposition Defined
Multimedia is a relatively new concept that is frequently referred to as hypertext,

hypermedia,and interactive multimedia(Tolhurst, 1995). However,each differs in sli^t
degrees from the other althou^ they share several common characteristics. Traditional
text found in a book or written on p£5)er,is considered linear text. The end-user, or reader,
usually begins at the first word and reads only text straight through until arriving at the
end of the text. Hypertext is computertext that is non-linear but contains static diagrams,

charts or pictures. The text is non-linear because the end-user can make choices about
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what set ofinformation to read and in what sequence it will be read. The illustrations are

staticjust like those found in a book. Hypertect,however,literally means extra text and
allows the end-user to access additional information such as descriptions or definitions in
a nonsequential manner much like a reader of tr^tional text would decide when and if to

read the information in footnotes or ^ossaries (Nielsen, 1995). When the user clicks on

a linked word or phrase,the hypertext field appears on the computer screen to give
additional information about that word or phrase.
Authors differ on the definitions of multimedia,hypertext, and hypermedia. Figure

2.2 illustrates one possible definition ofthe terms and shows the similarities mid
differences between them. Tolhurst defines multimedia as two or more media such as

text, still or animated graphics, movie clips, and sound and music to present information.
Tolhurst indicated that any combination of media would technically constitute a
multimedia presentation,such as a speaker using overhead transparencies. Vau^an
(1994) makes a greater case for the computer as an essential element in multimedia by

defining it as "any combination of text,graphic art, sound,animation and video delivered
to you by computer or other dectronic means"(p.4).There is,however,some ambigiiity

as to the necessity of using a computer. On the other hand, Murie(1993)cleady
identifies the computer as an essential component,"Multimediais often defined simply
as the simultaneous use of more than one media type on a Computer"(p. 8).
When multimedia can be controlled by the end-user it is called interactive

multimedia. Some authors contend that it is the interaction in multimedia that gives it

its greatest effectiveness with the audience(Paulissen & Prater, 1992). For example,if
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Figure 2.2. Multimedia,hypermedia,and hyperted defined.
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Integrated
Compositions

Annotated Text

the end-user can first choose to play a movie by clicking on a button,and then listen to a
musical clip by clicking on another button,the multimedia is interactive. However,when
the end-user is also able to select the sequence in which the stack is to be e3q>lored, the

multimedia is then considered hypermedia(Vau^an).

Integrated compositions are the combination of software vehicles, messages and
content that are developed by students on a computer using multimedia,interactive

multimedia or hypermedia elements(Hay et al, 1994). They may also be called
multimedia or hypercomposition presentations or projects. For the purposes ofthis
paper, student-developed int^rated compositions will be referred to as hypercomposition.
Text

Text is used differently in hypercomposition than it is used in traditional written
composition. Traditional compositions result in p^es full of text. But,because reading
from the computer screen is slower than reading from paper, screen text must be much

shorter(Nielson, 1995). In hypercomposition, moderate amounts oftext can be
contained in scrollable text boxes, typed across the screen over a graphic or used as

accents to main points. Developers must strike a balance between too much or too little

screen text. Additionally,fonts and point sizes affect the user's ability to read text on the
screen. Colors can be added to words to draw attention to important information or to

indicate that a word is hypertext that is linked to other information.
Sound

Sound is one of the most distinctive and important features of hypercomposition.

It includes voices that have been recorded for narration and music dips used for spedal
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effect and ambience. Most Macintosh computers on the market today, allow the user to
digitize sound from a microphone or from a CD-ROM playing intemally on the computer.
Animation and Video

Animation adds to the Msual impact ofthe hypercomposition. Essentially,it is a
series of bitmapped images or frames in which each frame depicts a sli^tly different

image played at a rrpid rate to give the illusion of movement, \rideo is also considered
animation althou^ it uses digitized images taken from a camera, hi hypercomposition,
animation and video may be used throu^out the entire presentation or it may be used

sporadically for impact or to illustrate key points.
Graphics

Graphics or still images may be one ofthe most important elements ofthe
hypercomposition. Images may be large or small,centered or placed at random,digitized

photographs,commercial clip art, or ori^nal computer generated or scanned art work.
They mayinclude maps,charts, and diagrams, as well as,illustrations. Most authoring
tools allow students to manipulate the size, color, etc.to allow authors to modify art
work to suit their specific needs.

Hypercomposition

Hypercomposition,a term originated bythe author ofthis project,is a form of
composing that uses several media,commonly known as multimedia, including text,

graphics,video, animation, and sounds. Unlike traditional compositions,authors can

compose multiple layers of information into a network that allows users to adapt their
search for information to their own needs.
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Hypercompositions are generally constructed to be shared with a specific audience,
either to present information or to persuade die audience on a point, etc. According to
research conducted by Cohen & Kiel(1989) most traditional writing assignments are
directed to the teacher for a grade. Their study oftwo groups of students revealed that
writing is better when students are writing to communicate with a real audience as is
typical of hypercompositions. On average, when students were communicating with an
audience their organization, content, and language use were superior to traditional
compositions written to teachers.

Furthermore, hypercompositions created by students proved to be a powerful
means for student creativity and ejgrression(Hay et al, 1994). It allowed students to
think about the same subject considered for traditional compositions throu^ a different
media. For,example,in a hi^ school En^ish class two writing assignments were given,

a biography and a"how to" document. One group of students were given traditional
assignments called annotated text, while another group was given the assignment as a

hypercomposition called an integrated composition(computer generated presentations that
incorporated audio,video,text, and still and animated graphics.)
The results of this study indicated that the students who created

hypercompositions constracted richer understandings ofthe concepts presented. One
drawback to the research design was that the hypercomposition assignment was very

unstructured,giving students little guidance in the creation ofthdr projects. It was
believed that had the students been ^ven more specific structure and guidelines,they

would have made more deliberate choices of media and topics. Since the writing for these
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hypercompositions was given purpose and an audience,it was said to take on a "deep
structure"(Toomey& Ketterer, p. 480). It took on a special meaning that enhanced the
writing process and the learning of writing.

In a formal survey(Scheidler, 1993) conducted among high school students in
En^ish class, students who created hypercompositions felt they learned more and enjoyed
the work more than when they wrote traditional research papers. These eleventh grade
students enjoyed their work better even thou^ they aU agreed that they had woriced harder
than they did when they wrote traditional p£5)ers. The students felt that the demands of

their projects drove them to conduct more research, write more clearly to present their
ideas, and challenged them to be more creative.

Hypercomposition as an Assessment Tool
If American students are to reach the objectives of Goals 2000 and the California

State Framewoilc - to be competent in English and to use their minds well - they must be
provided with challen^ng assignments in which they woric harder, research deeper and
become more creative. Hypercompositions appear to provide such an opportunity. Since
students develop cognitive sMlls such as writing throng frequent practice utilizing the

writing process,they must be provided with as many opportunities to write as possible.

Hypercompositions offer students an altemative tool for writing that incorporates the
writing process. Students must use multiple resources such as electronic technology that
interrelates listening, speaking,reading and writing. Further, writing must be stressed as
an integral part ofthe general curriailum. Because hypercompositions can be done on any

topic,they are conducive to encouraging writing across the curriculum. Finally,since the
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California frameworic seeks to encourage a broad range of assessments,

hypercompositions, which entail substantial amounts of writing and employ the writing
process, must be included as a viable assessment of writing competenQr.
Cognitive Effects of Hypercomposition

Hypercomposition supports the writing process because it follows a sequence very

similar to traditional written compositions. There ate three primary stages in the
development of hypercomposition: exploration, oiganization, and writing(McKnight,

Dillon,& Richardson, 1991). The e^qtloration stage is the general knowledge or factfinding stage. Students use research skills to locate and organize data as with note cards.

This is the stage where students can explore knowledge without any stmctural limitations.
In the organizing stage,students move awayfrom fact-finding and b^in to stmcture and
restmcture the information they have amassed. As gaps in their knowledge surface,they

begin fact-finding again. From this they develop a hierarchical stmcture in which the
information is organized according to some kind oflogical order,spadal,sequential,

chronological or by order ofimportance,etc. After they arrange the data,they enter the
development phase where they create the hypercomposition,then they edit and revise
according to peer-,teacher-, and self-evaluation.

Hypercomposition is a means of communicating the ideas,information,
observations, and thou^ts of one person to another. It is usually directed to a specific

p^oup of users for a specific purpose. Typical classroom writing,however,generally lacks
this specific audience. The writing is usually done to prove the student's competency and
not within the context of its real use. But, when students are given the task of writing for
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a real audience with real purpose,the quality of the writing can be significantly improved
(Cohen and Riel, 1989). Audiences for student writing can be as close as students in the
classroom,school publications, across local computer networks,or as broad as users of

the hitemet(Tumer,1992). The form of writing can range from traditional paper and pen
compositions designed for classroom books and school publications to

hypercompositions for the classroom presentations and CD-ROM publication(Nicol,
1990).
Hypercomposition supports the writing process because it encourages the student

to consider the audience. Leher(1993)challenged students to develop hypercompositions
to be used bytheir peers as a source ofinformation not found in their textbooks. This

form of authorship made the students aware ofthe multiple voices (sound,text, graphics,
video)in their documents and they were,therefore, more likely to consida:the audience as
they designed their presentations. As a result,they were more likely to consider the
information they wished to convey and revisions to improve the clarity ofttieir

presentation. Both activities promoted a deeper understanding ofthe content than was
had by students who simply studied the text.
Research(Toomey & Ketterer, 1995)reveals that the development of
hypercomposition encourages reflective thinking. Students, with the assistance and
coaching ofteachers and peers,reflect on the patterns uncovered while researching their

topics. Further,students were more likdy to develop related concepts as a result of
questions raised after thdr first drafts were written. In each case, hypercomposition was
used by the students as a tool that encouraged them to pursue thdr curiosities.
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Current Applications of Hypercomposition

When hypercomposition and human creativity are combined,the educational

potential is limitless(Lamb, 1995). There are a variety of authentic audiences for
hypercompositions and numerous projects ranging from simple rq)orts to Intemet
magazines,and CD-ROM yearbooks; all demonstrate that hypercomposition supports

quality writing. In one school,students in reading classes wrotejoint autobiographical

projects that were produced on the school district's computer network. The projects
combined video, audio, and text into on-air stories. Teachers felt that many of the projects
would not have been completed ifstudents had been assigned traditional paper and pen
compositions.

Students at Palo Duro High School in Amarillo,Texas,are one of a dozen schools
who use hypercomposition in their school newspaper published on CompuServe® (West,

1995). hi the future there could be multiple links between K-12 schools across the ^obe
via the Intemet. This dlows students access to an audience of millions. Because of the

wide number of readers,the school is much more selective about the articles it publishes

in its papers. Consequently,students must write at a hi^er level if their

hypercompositions are to be selected for publication.
Hypercomposition allows students to preserve and present original information to
other students. Several students at Carrollton Hi^ School in Carrollton, California,took

a trip to Washington,D.C. While they were there,they collected a variety of memorabilia,

postcards,photographs and video tape. WTaen they returned to school,they developed a
collaborative hypercomposition chronicling what theylearned on their trip (Stinson,
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1993), The information was presented to other students who did not take the trip. These
students had aeated their own electronic archive and provided an additional source of
information to their peers.

Many teachers feel that multimedia can enrich student writing far beyond what can

be achieved with traditional p£5)er and pen writing(Parker, 1993 and Milone, 1994).
Students in one fifth grade class created hypercomposition versions offolktales. Students
wrote a first draft, edited on-screen,and then printed a preview,before adding other media
elements. But,in addition to their basic hypercomposition,students recorded their own

introductions to the folktales and featured a discussion oftheir adjptations within their
hypercompositions.
Students are frequently asked to dramatize a scene from a book or write a new
ending to a story. Through the use of hypercompositions,students can awaken and

enhance an interest in books. They have been able to demonstrate their understanding ofa

book in a more enriched manner. D'Ignazio(1993)reported on students who created

hypermedia illuminations of a published woric. These illuminations include a student
manuscript that is a variation ofthe published work,oral narration, di^tized photos,
drawings, art work,and video. This is combined with music,sounds,and animation to

reveal effectively what the students understand about the stories.
It seems clear that there are a variety of opportunities,topics, and audiences for
student created hypercompositions. They can reflect the constructed understandings of
students from current events and local news as in the case of hypermedia newspapers and

yearbooks,to illuminations of currently published literary works,to highly detailed
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rqports on topics researched by students. Regardless ofthe topic,students appear to be
engaged and interested in the work that they do and seem to write at a hi^er level.

Cognitive Theory, Oiganization, and Cognitive Strategies
Students who create HC are active participants in the learning process rather than

passive recipient ofinformation (Saettier, 1990). These students select and modify what
they learn,remember,and think. Saettier, as well as Gagne,Bri^,and Wager(1992)
indicate that there at least three cognitive strategies that students use in developing HC:
elaboration, orgamzational, and comprehension monitoring strategies.

1. Elaboration strategies - paraphrasing,summarizing,taking notes,
developing questions to be answered.

2. Organizational strategies - outlining, mj^rping concepts, and
storyboarding
3. Comprehension monitoring strategies - monitoring one's own
progress based upon the personally selected goals.

Creating HC encourages the development of each ofthese cognitive strate^es.
When conducting research for thdr HC,students must use the elaboration strategies.

Since they are gleaning information from a variety of sources they must paraphrase and
summarize information. As students learn new concepts,questions frequently develop

that cause students to engage in additional research as they seek additional answers.
When students are ready to develop their HC,they must organize information and media

sources in some manner that will allow them to communicate effectively. Outlining,

mapping,and storyboarding are effective organiang tools that allow students to create HC
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in a lo^cal and effective manner. Creating HC also helps to devdop a student's
comprehension monitoring skills as th^r set goals for themselves. When they are aware,

in advance of commencing the project,of what riiey are ejected to accomplish,they are

able to set their own goals and establish their own time and eneigr investment. When
students can establish thdr own investment,set their own goals,they are placed in control
oftheir own learning and thus are active learners.

The Role OfInstmctional Design Within Hypercomposition

Students seem to require some kind ofstmcture or direction to help them develop

their hypercomposition projects. Without that direction theylack focus and invariably

have to reworic the composition more times than mi^t have otherwise been done.
Jonassen(1990)reports that the hardest part for students is getting started. They have
difficulty selecting the media that hyperdocuments should contain and then determining
how to link the document to the media.There are a variety of means by which riie
composition may be stmctured,but what seems clear is that students must be able to

"record [their] ideas and progressively maneuver them into structures which are as clear as
possible"(Martin, 1990. p.lOl).
Martin advocates a system termed an "idea processor" that allows the author to

organize materials with note card similar to notes written for a traditional composition.
From there envdopes or groups ofideas can be generated, and hierarchies or subdiMsions
ofinformation developed. By arranging information in this manner the student can

shuffle,reshuffle and arrange it as many times as necessary before banning any woric on
the computer.
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After the idea processing is completed,a process of mtpping can be started.

Mapping is benefid^ because it serves as a blueprint for the entire document. According

to Jonassen, mapping usually requires about an hour or two to create. The time spent,
however,saves hours in artan^ng and rearranging the text and images since the map
illustrates the arrangement ofthe student's ideas.

When students create bypercompositions,they start with some initial ideas,

formulate and reformulate those ideas and wording, design and compose tbdr projects and

then publish them (Strdtz& Harmeman, 1990). This process is similar to the writing
process. However,it is distinguished by the knowledge transformation that results from
merging the document's content space(computer screen)with the rhetorical space

(information). Since bypercompositiorK contain less text than traditionally written
composition,there is rnore ofan emphasis on "including,excluding,sequendng and
reformulating information"(p. 411).
The notion of instructional design in student-developed bypercompositions should
be as important as in projects developed by teachers since the ultimate goal ofthe student
project is to provide information that enhances the usefs knowledge. The students
should consider the same factors that teachers would in designing lessons:the spedfic

objectives ofthe project,the audience,the instmctional events to be delivered,the media

to be used, and the sequendng of the learning actiMties(Gagne,Bri^ & Wager, 1992).
Creating bypercompositions require several considerations beyond those needed to

compose a linear document. Jonassen and Hannum(1987)indicated that

bypercompositions should be designed with cognitive and behaviorlst learning theory in
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mind. Specifically,they indicated that the design must take stimulus material and learner
response into account. Information must be stmctured in a manner that makes it easily
understood. Use of media should stimulate the interest of the user.

The mouse and keyboard as input devices for learner feedback must be taken into
consideration so as not to cause overase of either. There ate a variety of interactive

approaches that students may take when creating their hypercompositions. They can be
menu driven where viewers decide where they want to go by selecting from a menu. A
test driven approach limits the viewers progress through the stack since users caimot

proceed until they have successfully finished a test. Exercise driven interactivity requires
that the viewer complete a set of exercises before they may continue. Gombination
interactivity uses all ofthese ;^proaches at some time during the project.

Shneideiman and Kearsley(1989)composed a simple list of authoring principles

that,iffollowed,can make creating hyperdocuments simple and effective. At the same
time,these principles will allow student designers of hypercompositions to be more
effective in readiing their audiences.

1. Chunking - organize the information to be presented into small units or
chunks ofinformation according to topic,theme,or idea.

2. Interrelationships - the hypercomposition should have links to other

documents and media that clearly support the text.
3. Consistencyin document names - keep a master list of documents. This
makes linking documents simpler.
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4. Master reference list - a central location for all sources to ensme correct and

complete citations.

5. Simple navigation - navigation should be simple and consistent.

6. Screen design - screens should be grasped perceptually. Layout is very
important.

7. Low cognitive load - do not require the user to remember things from screen to
screen.

Anderson and Veljkov(1990) also provide some basic rules that can assist students in
creating better hypercompositions.

1. Avoid simple page-tumers - make sure the hypercomposition is interactive.

2. Ke^ the text simple - use graphirs to help make a point. Graphics should be
self e)q)lanatoiy.

3. Use the 50 percent rule - cut out 50 percent of words. Limit screen text to 20
to 30 words.

4. Communicate clearly and concisely - use short phrases and simple verbs.
5. Use the active voice - talk directly to the viewer.
6. Use common consistent screen formats - use the same format for navigation.

Place text and graphics in a consistent format.
7. Provide feedback - make sure viewers receive feedback when they respond to a

question.

8. Make sure viewers knows what is ejqrected ofthem - do not present a screen
without direction. Provide a mechanism for the viewer to back up.
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9. Provide help - provide on-line help when possible

According to Ann Woolfolk (1990),both lists of recommended design prindples
are in line with the cognitive and metacogiitive theories oflearning. For example,the use
of color,sound,and animation is a cognitive tool to attract and maintain the usefs

attention. Likewise,using short words and phrases and adhering to the 50 percent rule are
other tools to avoid requiting the user to remember too much information at one time.

Byfocusing information into chunks or units,hypercomposition authors can use yet
another cognitive tool to assist users in learning what they want them to know. This

technique allows the user to recall more information by putting it into a group of data
that can more readily be recalled. It seems clear that if students follow either ofthese
lists of design principles,they will have done a good job of communicating effecUvdy.
Authoring Tools

Authoring tools are software applications diat allow students to create

hypercomposition. This software allows students to combine text with graphics,sounds,
Quicktime movies,and varying d^rees of animation. There are a variety of authoring
tools that students may use to create hypercompositions. Three will be reviewed because

they are accessible to middle school students and are available for the Power Macintosh
computer* Astound 2.0 by Gold Disk,Inc., Distal Chisel 1.2 by Pierian Springs

Software, and HyperStudio 3.0 by Roger Wagner Publishing,Inc. Refer to Figure 2.3 for a
comparison of features.

With Astound 2.0, students can create hypercomposition with a variety of

transitions from slide to slide without scripting. Joseph Schorr(1996)rated Astound,
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Figure 2.3. Comparison of authoring tools. Astound,Digital Chisel,and
HyperStudio are three ofthe most readily available programs for students.
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which allows students to create sophisticated presentations, with four stars.

The program comes with 19 preset actors for animations. Astound lets the user control
the timing,path and transition for actors, gaphics,text,sounds,and Quicktime movies.
One of the best features of Astound is that it allows students to check the

spelling oftheir text, and it has afind and replace feature they mayfind handy. Drawing

objects is more limited than in some ofthe other programs since there are onlylimited
paint features. For that reason,students also will be unable to edit any graphics they want
to import. Astound does allow,however,a limited amount of sound editing. One other

helpful feature of Astound are the notation pens that allow students to make marks on
the screen during the presentation.

The Extmde feature allows students to create 3-D objects and the Tween command

oeates morphlike animations. Students can import a variety of sound files, record their
own sounds and then edit them.
0

Astound allows students much more control and flexibility in creating

presentations than can be found in a program such as HyperStudio. However,it may take
students longer to learn to use the variety,features, and controls that are build into it.

They may find the templates and preformatted grrphic,text, and moAde areas helpful.
Therefore,it is hi^y recommended that students have an ample amount oftime to leam
the program before presentation assignments are ^ven. Compositions created on the
Macintosh can be played on either Madntosh or IBM compatibles.
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Distal CMsel is an authoring tool that was designed with students and teachers in
mind. Thomas E.Suter(1995)evaluated this software and rated the program with the
five stars. He gave it an A rating for ease of installation and product support and gave it
an A for content and ease of use. On the other hand,Joseph Schorr(1995) rated it with
three stars citing weak painting drawing and text tools. He did state, however,that

Digital Chisel comes with built-in templates and an image and sound library that
students may use in developing HC. It has a built-in testing feature that allows authors to

create multiple choice,tme/false, matdiing,picture pick,typed response and essay
questions. One problem noted with this feature is that typed responses must exactly
match the designated answer or negative feedback results. Digital Chisel also allows
access to database information. With this program, authors can control laserdisc players
audio CDs. The Speak feature allows the computer to speak the text in any one ofthe
voices available from the computefs Speech Manager. As with Astound,some time
should be allotted for students to learn the program before they attempt to create thdr

presentations. However,learning time may be reduced if students view the available video
tutorial. The original version of Digital Chisd runs very slowly on a Power Macintosh.
Version 1.2 is accelerated for the Power Macintosh and runs faster. Digital Chisel comes

with a CD-ROM full of graphic images and Quicktime movies that are school oriented
Student may find them very useful and easy to import into their hypercompositions.
If students are already familiar with Macintosh authoring tools,they will most

likely have used HyperStudio. The newest version, HjperStudio 3.0, is very user frienchy
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and has a good array of draw tools that allow students to create their own graphic images
or to edit imported graphics. HyperStudio allows users to edit gK5)hics at the pixel levd.

Like Digital Chisel, HyperStudio has a testing feature that allows students to
create test questions in a variety offormats. Audio CD-ROMs and laserdisc players can

also be controlled by HyperStudio. Additionally,students can import Quicktime movies.
While they are able to record voices and music,they are not able to edit them once they
are saved. There are a few preformatted templates that students may use when they create
their hypercompositions,but the selection is limited.

All three ofthe authoring tools are relatively easy for students to use. Students
who are developing more linear presentations mi^t find Astound very useful. Students

wishing to include more brandbing and want to take advantage oftesting features mi^t

want to consider HyperStudio or Digital Chisel.
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CHAPTER THREE

Purpose ofthe Project
Language Arts students at the middle and high school are required to demonstrate

their profidenQ?in writing in a variety ofstjdes. Additionally,students in all academic
areas are being asked to demonstrate their understanding ofthe subject area curricula.

Manyteacheis in the content areas want student writing to be relatively transparent so that
they need only concern themselves with the student's understanding ofthe content area.
In other words,they do not want the students' ability to communicate to interfere with
the their ability to express their understand of science or social studies concepts. Now,

with the introduction and availability of computers and other technologyin the classroom,
and with the accessibility of authoring tools,teachers are looking to alternative means of
assessing a student's ability to write and communicate what he or she knows about a
subject.

One such means of alternative assessment is student-developed hypercompositions.

These hypercompositions allow students to use sounds,animations, mowes,text, and
pictures to make clear the points and concepts relevant to their topics. These

hypercompositions require that students have a working knowledge of authoring programs
(such as HyperStudio),scaimers,video cameras,laser disc players,text books,and graphic
arts programs.
•0

,

Students may be able to operate a video camera to film a skit,scan images created

in their art classes, or operate the Macintosh audio CD player, but they seem to lack the

knowledge and e3q)erience in putting all ofthese media elements together into one
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hypercomposition. HyperStucEo,itself, contains a tutoiid which teaches students to use
many ofthe dements ofits program: making cards, buttons, adding sound,etc. But it,
too,lacks the organizing tools to get students from the topic inquiry stage to the
competed project stage.

As a result, students and teachers may become frustrated and feel that they are

spending more time on the project than necessary. The development of a multimedia
presentation - a hypercomposition - seems to become the focus rather than the content.

Students spend a great deal oftime using trial and error to figure out what they should do
and when;or they continually need to ask the teacher,"Now,what do I do?" This may
make hypercompositions particularly difficult for the teacher who has 30 or more students

in a class. In many cases,teadiers have to keep all students at the same stage so they can
all be guided in the development process: or the teacher has to repeat the same
information 30 times to individual studaits. Neither situation is desirable.
The purpose ofthis project is to develop a HypeiStudio stack, called HyperReport,
that will act as a sequential guide for stack devdopment. Just as manyteachers want
writing to be transparent,likewise,they want the development of hypercompositions to be
transparent. This project will walk students through project development from the

research stage oftheir project to acquiring appropriate media,and then step-bj^step throu#i
the development oftheir stacks. Students will be able to use what they know about the
various media and technologies in a sj^tematic maimer and thereby eliminate the
haphazard and unsystematic manner in which many of them currently develop their

hypercompositions. By using this stadc,students can access guidance for any stage ofthe
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development process as they approach it. Likewise, HyperReport allows the teacher to act

as a facilitator to the hypercomposition devdopment without having to repeat routine
information to individud students.

The goal of this project is to facilitate the use of hypercompositions as an

altemative means ofassessment by making it easier for students to create it. Then,the
focus ofthe hypercomposition will be that of an effective means of communication about
a topic rather than how to make a multimedia presentation.
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CHAPTER FOUR

This project, entitled HyperReport,is designed to help middle and high school
students manage writing tasks and multimedia tools and to organize activities so they can
effectively report information. The project will assist students in developing multimedia
presentations that effectively report their ideas on or information about a specific topic as

an altemative to the traditional written r^ort. These multimedia-based r^orts,called
hypercompositions, enhance research and writing skills.
Learners

This project is designed for middle and hi^ school students in a regular 7-12

grade level classroom settirrg. Students must be able to read at the sixth grade level

without assistance. Students reading below this level may successfully use HyperR^ort
with the assistance of appropriate support persormel.

To develop a hypercomposition using HyperReport,tire learners should already
have basic computer skills and should know how to use a multimedia authoring program

(e,g. HyperStudio, Digital Chisel,or Astound). Although any of these programs may be
used,this master's project will be limited to HyperStudio. Students should know how to
use a scanner and save the scanned images as PICT files; how to use the features of a

word processing program such as ClarisWorks,WordPerfect,or Microsoft Word;and how
to import,erqrort, copy,and paste text between applications. Additionally, students must

be able to import sound and tddeo clips. In cases where students do not have these entry
skills,they must be taught prior to or concurrently with the use of HjperRqrort.
As for prerequisite writing skills, students should be familiar with the steps

required to complete a report ofinformation(ROI)hypercomposition:reading,thinking,
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planning, oiganizing, writing,revising,editing and then rewriting and publishing. These
skills need to be tau^t prior to using this stack since no review of specific writing st^s

is provided by HyperRqwrt.
To report information,students have to conduct research on a selected topic and

then organize that information so that it can be presented to others in a knowledgeable
and focused manner. When using HyperReport,they are e5>ected to already know how to

use a variety of sources: eno'^clopedias,textbooks,library books, maps,^obes,charts, CD
ROM,laser disc, video tapes, clip art, and sounds. To process the specific and concrete

information gathered,students must be able to paraphrase what they have read, analyze and
synthesize the information, and communicate it effectively.
Procedural Analysis

HyperReport is an organizational tool and project manager. It is not designed to
teach research, writing, or content area skills. Its purpose is to help students oiganize
their information,skills, and tools so that they can communicate what they have learned

to others. HyperReport is designed to help students streamline and manage the processing
ofinformation and the use oftechnolo©^ that will lead to developing a ROI.
The main procedural tasks that lead to the development of hypercomposition

(HC)are researching, writing, and developing multimedia. These are presented in Figure
4.1. These procedural tasks must be done in the given sequence in order to produce HC.

The first two procedures(Conducting Research and Writing Contdndn^y) are separated
by a broken line from the last procedure(Devdoping Multimedia)to indicate that they
are prerequisite tasks to developing a multimedia report ofinformation.
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Devdopipg a Multimedia Report ofInformation

4:^
oo

I, Conduct
Research

2, Write

Convincingly

3, Develop
Multimedia

Figure 4.1. Hypercxjmposition task analysis. Hypercomposition can be broken down into
three essential tasks. Research and writing are prerequisite tasks to developing a multimedia
report of information.

Within each procedural task,subtasks are identified and represented in Figure 4.2
to Figure 4.4. By sequentially completing the subtasks,the students will accomplish each

procedural task. The subtasks illustrated in Figure 4.2 and shaded in red represent the
research tasks that must be done to develop HC. They indude selecting and narrowing a

topic;locating print,sound,and tdsual sources ofinformation; preparing a bibliography,
and taking notes.These tasks are reviewed within HyperReport because these are skills

that students do not use on an on-going basis in class, and students tend to forget them.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the subtasks in the second procedure. Writing Convindngly.

These skills indude organizing notes, drafting, revising, and editing. These skills are an
important part of developing HC and are reviewed in HyperReport. They are essentially
the same as the skills involved in the writing process that is widely used in most language
arts classes. They should be more easily recalled by students. Language Arts teachers may

use a different set of steps when teaching the writing process,but the same output is
ejqjected of students.

Figure 4.4 represents the subtasks required in developing the multimedia ROI.
These subtasks,identified in gold,constitute the bulk ofthe HyperReport program and are

separated from the otiier prerequisite subtasks with a dotted line. The first three subtasks

identified as 3.1 to 3.3 must be done in the sequence given ifstudents are to establish a

logical and methodical procedure for devdoping HC and thereby increase their effidenqr.
Tasks 3.4 - 3.6 may be done in any order. For example, HyperReport suggests that

students import thdr graphics before they import text. However,some students mayfind
that they work more effidently if th^rimport text and then import their graphic clips.
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Developing a Multimedia Report of Monnation
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Fitnifp; 4 2 HyperReport procedural analysis (conducting research). Cards in
HyperReport review the highlighted research procedures, a prerequisite to
developing multimedia.
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Developing a Multimedia Report of Mormation
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Figure 4 3 HyperReport procedural analysis (write convincingly). Subtasks for writing
must be completed by students, but are not addressed by HyperReport.
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Developing a Mnltipiedia Report of Mbrmation
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Figure 4.4. HyperReport procedural analysis (develop multimedia). Highlighted
tasks represent the bulk of the HyperReport project cards
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What must be stressed, however,is that students must adopt some kind of sequence that
works for them and then use that sequence consistently.
Project Stmcture and Development
To assist both the teacher and students cany out the steps to developing a

hypercomposition,a multimedia tutorial called HyperReport was designed and developed.
HyperReport features three main sections preceded by an introduction and table of
contents. The sections include chapters called "What is a HyperReport?," "Research

Review,"and "Developing the Project." Each section is described bdow.
Introduction

HyperReport opens with a multi-card animation of a shooting star racing across the
dark sky over a medieval castle (refer to Figure 4.5). The animation was used to draw the
attention of students to the program. The medieval castle was chosen because medieval

history is part ofthe 7th grade curriculum,and students tend to have an interest in knights
and castles. The castle can also be seen as a symbol ofthe medieval period and serves as

a metaphor for the ending of the "dark age" oftraditional report writing and the emergence
ofthe multimedia r^ort. Narration tdls students ofthe benefits ofusing multimedia.

Then a match,set against a black background,empts into flame; and students are told
that they,too,can ignite their audiences with multimedia. A navigational help message

is provided so students can bypass the introduction on future launches by clicking on the
shield at the end ofthe opening.

Warn students click the hand icon to begin the remainder of the introduction,they
see a screen with a white sheet of paper with the heading of a traditional report on

dragons. The narration tells students that they,too,can go from writing traditional reports
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Figure 45 Opening card in HyperReport. This is part of an animated sequence designed to attract students'
attention to the program.

When students click the hand icon to begin the remainder ofthe introduction,they see a
screen with a white sheet of paper with the heading of a traditional report on dragons.
The narration tells students that they,too,can go from writing traditional reports to

creating multimedia reports as the card dissolves into another card that depicts a
When students click the hand icon to begin the remainder ofthe introduction,they see a
screen with a white sheet of paper with the heading of a traditional report on dragons.
The narration tells students that they,too,can go from writing traditional rq)orts to
aeating multimedia reports as the card dissolves into another card that dq)icts a

^dbrant green dragon set against a dramatic blade background(See Figure 4.6). The dragon
roars and spits fire as a student narrates the introduction to her dragon hypercomposition.

This Sequence is design^ to stimulate the students'interest in aeating a
hypercomposition while serving as a model of what students can do.
Table of Contents

In order to facilitate navigation throu^ the program, a Table of Contents was

created. Content items are linked to various parts ofthe stack. Figure 4.7 shows the
Table of Contents page as it appears in the stack. The background graphic(an open

book) was chosen because it can be readily associated with the printed table of contents
that is quite familiar to students.

The contents of HyperReport are broken down into three primary parts: What Is a

HyperReport?, Research Re\dew,and Developing the Project. Quit and Contents buttons

am part ofthe Table of Contents screen. The Quit button allows the students to quit the
program at any time. It is always displayed in thelower left comer ofthe screen.
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Figure 4.6. Model hypercomposition title card. This student-created card models a new wayto make
a title page with animation,text, graphics, and narration.

TaBLe of Contents
ChapterThree - Peveloping the Project
Chapter One - What Is a HyperRepcrt?
1, The Assignment
2. What i5<?6s In It?
5. Evaluation Rubrie

1, Project Map
2,Screen Pesign
3.Storyboarct

4. Acc^uire Media

3.Importing (Sraphics, Video and
ChapterTwo - Research Review
1. Selecting a Topic
2. Selecting Sources
5. bibliography Review

Quit

Animation

€>. Adding Text

7, Using Sound,Narration,and
Music

&.Finalizing YourProject

Contents

Figure 4.7. Table of contents card features hypertext. This card serves as a navigational and

organizational tool that allows students to access exactly what they need and by-pass the rest.

The Contents button is to the right ofthe Quit button hut is not active on this
card. It serves to familiarize and get the students to remember its location. On cards

where the Contents button is active,it brings students back to the Table of Contents page.
Chanter One: "What Is a HvperReoort?"

The first section of HyperReport,"What Is A HyperReport?" e3?)lains what the

Report of Information hypercomposition should contain and how it will be evaluated. In
this section of HyperReport is the assignment screen that features a kni^t in armor

proclaiming the assignment on a banner(Figure 4.8). It is open ended enough to allow
the teacher to decide on the number of cards or amount of research that students will do.

"What is a HyperRq)ort?" presents a slide show of cards that tells students that
research, observations, and ejqjeriences may be combined into a report ofinformation
hypercomposition. Each card has a graphic clip art and a caption boldly set against a

black background. A magic button makes each card transition to the next card in a linear

manner to efficiently and succinctly give students a general idea of what kind of
information can be used in their hypercomposition assignment.
The last segment of"What is a HyperR^ort?" shows students the criteria by

which their hypercompositions will bejudged. Their HC is evaluated based upon the

holistic rabric for ROl writing according to the 1996 Moreno Valley Unified School
District writing proficiency standards. Students see a graphic of a postage scale with

values from 1 to 6(refer to Figure 4.9). These numbers correspond to the holistic grading
mbric. The teacher clip art serves as an on-line help feature and tells students to click on
a mbric value to find out what they need to do to achieve the corresponding score on their

HC. This not only provides the teacher with a standard by which the hypercompositions
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Figure 4.8. Hypercomposition assignment card. When students view this card in HyperReport,they get a get
a general idea of what they must do to aeate a hypercomposition.
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Fipiirpi 4 Q Evaluating hypercomposition card features on-line support. Students click the teacher icxin to
get additional information.

may be evaluated; but it also offers students a metacognitive tool. If they know what Is

expected ofthem,the students will be better able to develop effective hypercompositions.
Chanter Two: "Research Review"

The second section of HyperReport re\dews the research actmties that must be

done prior to developing a hypercomposition. The review follows the guidelines generally
accepted for middle and high school research. "The report should be based on
information found in books, magazines articles, encyclopedias, and other reference

sources,"(Foriini, 1990,p. 497). HyperReport brin^ together all of the information that
students have found in reading about a single topic, hi addition to selecting and

narrowing a topic, locating sources, making bibliography note cards, and taking notes
from sources,students also select sources for audio,video, and graphic art clips to be used

in their hypercompositions. The sources of all materials including audio-visuals, must be
dted in their bibliography.

To guide students throng the Research Review,HyperReport starts with a Topic
Activity screen to assist them in selecting and narrowing a topic. Throng the use of
animation and interaction,students are presented with sample sources and are asked to

identify the necessary information needed to complete a bibliography card.

First, student are given a page of notes on a "notebook" card that reminds them to
narrow their topics (see Figure 4.10). The page also models the instmctions with a
sample of the broad topic of rodeos and shows how it can be narrowed to one of several

topics such as barrel racing and bronco riding. Then students are instructed to complete
an interactive topic activity. If they need topic ideas before they proceed,they may choose
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Preparing to do research
Limit yourtopic:

Activity

Select a topic
1.narrow the topic

1.amount ofavailable
information

2.length ofthe project

2.identifythe audience
3.write out a list of 5-10

questions you have
aboutthe topic

ON

to

^ _y^
I Topic S

Figiim 4 10. Narrowing a topic based on information and length ofproject. HyperReport's topic review
includes an assignment that gives students criteria for narrowing their research topics.

the teacher icon who serves as thdr on-line support. When this icon is clicked students

are presented with an entire card oftopic ideas they may use for this acti"vity.

The Topic Activity is presented on a"notebook" card with interactive text fields
where students can input a general topic idea(see Figure 4.11).

Then,students must

answer a series of questions designed to help them narrow their topics. Students input
their answers directly on the screen. When students have finished typing in their

responses to the questions,they are instmcted to print their answers. The mounted kni^t
in the lower left comer will allow students to repeat the instmctions on narrowing a

topic. The moimted knight in the lower right allows student to move on when they have
completed and printed the activity. If students need assistance in creating a practice topic,
the teacher icon takes students to a saeen where sample topics can be found.

After students have practiced narrowing a topic,they practice recording

bibliographic information in two practice sessions. In the first interactive practice
session,students see the scarmed image of an audio CD. Through on-screen text they are
asked to click on the areas of the CD that contain information they should include in

their bibliography. Ifthey click on the correct areas,they receive immediate feedback
when the screen displays a bibliography card with the information correctly dted. ff they
choose the incorrect card,they receive no response at all and must try again. When

students have completed the on-line bibliography card they are ready to move to the next
practice.

In the second practice, HyperReport,displays the sample image of the Microsoft
Encarta CD-ROM disc. An article from the enc^lopedia is then superimposed over the

CD. The copyri^t information typicallyfound at the end of an article appears at the
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Figure 4.11. Interactive topic activity has input fields and on-line help. When students use this screen in
HyperReport, they practice what they have learned about narrowing a topic.

bottom left of the screen. Students are instructed to identify the information that should

be included in their bibliography(Refer to Figure 4.12). When students click anywhere

on the card they are presented with a correct and an incorrect index cards containing

bibliogr£g)hic information. With text,students are instructed to select the correct card. If
they choose the incorrect card, narration provides immediate feedback,instructing them to
try again. Only after they have chosen the correct card are they given immediate positive
feedback and permitted to continue throu^out the stack.

There are many different stjies for dting and referendng materials used in a report.
Two of the most commonly used stjies are American Psycholo^cal Assodation(APA)
and Modem Language Assodation(MLA). HyperReport will be used to help students

develop their History Day projects which use the MLA stjde. Therefore, it is the stjde
used within this instmctional strategy and for the bibliography review. Certainly, other
stjles may be substituted by the teacher.
Chanter Three: "Developing the Hvoercomposition ProiecC

hi the third section of HyperReport,students are guided,step-bjwitep in the

planning and development ofthdr multimedia ROI projects. This section of
HyperReport requires that students Mew information regarding a step in HC development,

complete woik awayfrom the computer,and then return to HyperReport for information
on completing the next step of hypercomposition development.

First,students must plan what is to be included in the HC and the order in which
this information will be presented. To effidently develop the projed,they must create a

project map,develop the basic screen desi^i,and.complete a storjrtioard. These planning
steps are explained and modeled for students in HyperReport.
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Figure 4.12. Citing bibliographic sources using Microsoft Encarta Part of an animated sequence, this card
provides information students need to record bibliographic information in an interactive activity.

For example,throu^ multiple-card animation, HyperReport tells what the project

map is and shows how to complete it. HyperRq)ort be^ns with a blank replica ofthe

project map worksheet. Throu^ computer animation,the main ideas ofa sample ROI
are added in red. Then the supporting details ^pear in blue(see Figure 4.13). The on
screen text tells students to complete their own project map worksheet following the
same strategy. HjperReport, models the screen design and stoiyboard the same way arid

then prompts students to complete the printed student worksheets (refer to Appendices
A,B,C). Without using the computers,students determine what information,text,
soimds,video, and animation will be used on each screen oftheir ROI presentation. They

identify these components on die project map and storyboard worksheet followirrg the
model #ven in HyperReport.

After students have completed thdr planning they must acquire,save, and organize
their media on a disc. HyperReport uses anirnation to prompt students that they should,

at this point,scan images,digitize sounds and video,and save soimd clips to a folder on
the hard drive or extemrd storage device such as a zip disk. Figure 4.14 Blustrates a

portion of the animation. It features a cartoon character at the scarmer,dandng musical
instruments,a CD-ROM,and a video trpe that ultimately float across the screen and into
a file folder that dissolves into a zip disk. At this point students exit HyperReport,

acquire their media which they save onto a disk,and then retum to HyperReport for the
next step in the development of their projects.

Once the students have acquired and stored thdr media,they are ready to begin
developing the HC. They retum to HyperReport where they are prompted to import

graphics,video, and animation. HyperReport uses a slide show of cards as an
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Figure 4.14. Acquire all media This card,from an animated sequence,instmcts students to gather,scan,
digitize, and then save all oftheir media in one file on a storage device.

instractional tool for this step. The first card in the animation has a picture ofthe
completed project map. The second card superimposes the stoiyboard ofthe model

hypercomposition over the project map. Text tells students to use both pages to recall the
presdected and preriously saved media clips for each card oftheir HC. HyperReport
modds this process with a completed card that has a picture of a medieval battle placed

on a blue background with a red and gray border. A red anow models the placement of a
navigation button. Screen text instmcts students to create their own stack in HyperStudio
and import graphics,tddeo and animation as modeled by HjperReport. HjperReport uses
narration, gnphics, and animation to hdp students understand the stq)s they need to

follow to complete their projects. These steps correspond to the multiple steps presented
in the procedural anal5^is in Figure 4.4.
When students have created their cards and imported graphics, video and

animation,they retum to HyperReport for the next step,"Using Sound, Narration, and
Music." HyperReport starts with a card riiat shows a completed storyboard. Throu^

animation,a red circle hi^ights the information and audio clips on the stoiyboard that
are to be recorded or imported into the project. A card with a graphic of knights and text
headings already in place serve as a model for a student project. Over the model card the

HyperStudio tape deck appears to prompt students to make their own recordings
throughout their multimedia stacks based on the information in their storyboards (refer to

Figure 4.15).
After the students have imported all media components,they are guided with

screen text to finalize their ROI projects. Figure 4.16 is the next to last card in the stack
and the last multiple card animation ofthe project. It features a little red ant set against a
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Figure 4.15.Input all soimds. This card guides students to digitize and import all soimds. The image of the
HyperStudio screen reminds students that they may access the built-in recorder to di^tize their narrations.
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Figure 4.16. Check for bugs. This is the last animated sequence in HyperReport. Students are guided to
finalize their projects by checking buttons,sounds, animations,and QuickTime movies.

black background who is coming toward the viewer from the upperleft comer ofthe
screen and moving into the center. As he gets nearer,the image of a computer chip in his

jaws becomes clear. Text appears on sraeen reminding students to "check for bugs" in
their stacks. Screen text tells students to navigate throng the entire stack to ensure that

everything works the way they want it to work. They are told to check all buttons,
sounds, and card-to-card transitions.

HyperReport started with an animated shooting star to capture the attention of the
audience and ends with an animated ant that again captures students attention and serves

as a model to hdp them see what they may use in their hypercompositions.
Program Design

The ultimate design of HyperReport had to balance two primary considerations.
First,it was important to deliver the desired information to students in a way they will
find interesting, visually appealing, and informative. Second,because HyperR^ort itself is

a hypercomposition,it serves as a model of what students mi^t be able to do as they
create their own ROI projects. For these reasons, HyperReport uses animation,narration,

text,graphics, and audio and video clips. These are the exact same elements students are
being asked to include in their own hypercompositions.
Animation

Several multiple-card animations are used in HyperReport. They serve, primarily,
to attract the attention of students, as in the case ofthe opening title sequence that

features the shooting star and the title rising out of the water. The intention was purely to
motivate the students to wonder how the sequence was done or to make them think it

was "cool." If either occurred,students mi^t then be prompted to take a look at their
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own title pages with an eye toward creativity and originality. For this reason, HyperReport
begins and ends with animation.
Animation is also used to present information in a simple and systematic way.

For example. The Encarta CD,which is immediately recognizable to many students,

appears.If used as a reference,students are asked what information about the CD should

be included in their bibliography. Then a picture ofan actual article from the CD
appears,followed by the copyri^t information. Through animation, all ofthis

information is presented within a few seconds. Because ofthe graphics,the student's
attention is focused on the task that they have to do - citing bibliographic information.
On-Line Support

Built into the design of HyperReport is on-line instmctional and navigational

support that allows students to access additional information with the click of a button.
Instmctional support is provided by clicking on the teacher icon. For example,students
can access a list oftopics for the Topic Activity screen ifthey are needed. Information is
only accessed when and if students need it by clidcing the teacher icon. This on-line

support reinforces students' metacognitive skills by putting them in control oftheir

learning, as they access only that information they deem pertinent to the task at hand.
Navigational on-line support is also used. For example,a message appears at the

end ofthe HyperReport introduction and tells users that they may bypass the entire
introduction if they click the shidd icon that appears at the end of the title.
Navigation

The composite navigation as recommended by Vau^(1994),is used in this

stack. Composite navigation allows users to navigate freely throughout most ofthe stack
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but occasionally forces the user to follow a linear path when information is considered
critical or when it is needed to maintain the logical oiganization of the material. The user

navigates throng the stack by means of buttons and/or Hypertext features. Stack
navigational buttons are consistentlylocated at the bottom of the screen. The Quit and
Contents buttons allow the user to immediately exit HyperReport or return to the Table
of Contents. To move forward or back,an icon of a moimted knight is located in the

lower left or ri^t comer. The knight in the left comer takes the user back one page and
the kni^t in the ri^t comer takes the user forward one page. When the user is confined
to linear presentations, no buttons are available on the screen.
The Table of Contents card serves as a significant navigational tool for the user.
Just like a table on contents in a traditional text book,this pa^ shows the user exactly

what is covered in HjperReport. It also serves as a visual organizing tool since it lists

every section ofthe project(except for the stack opening and introduction). The entire

page is a series of hypertext buttons that takes the user to specific areas ofthe program.
This gives the user control over where in HyperReport they go and in what order.
One reason for developing HjperReport was to give students the specific
information they want when they need it. By taking students directly to the Table of
Contents, HjperReport allows them to bypass information they have already used or

already know and to get right to the new information they need. When students click the
shield icon at the end ofthe opening title they are t^en to the Table of Contents page.

From here they natdgate as they need to. This navigation feature is important because
students must be able to stop and start this program when they need to.
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Text

Cieme,a sans serif Madntosh text font,is used for text fields while Perdval, a

bold serif Madntosh font,is used for headlines. Since it is recommended that no mote
than two to three fonts be used per screen,text variations are accomplished with bold and

italic stjdes and with color. Size offonts vary according to the importance ofthe message

with bigger text fonts bdng used for emphasis or titles. Colors, placement,and
background are used to make the text stand out. A gray background with black text is
used on cards that have substantial amounts of text. To create a dramatic effed that may

be visually stimulating to students,a black badcground is used whenever possible with a
contrasting text color,generally bri^t yellow,to afford maximum le&bility(Hdnich,
Molenda, Russell,& Smaldino, 1996). The amount oftext on any one page is limited to
less than a para^aph,since more than that becomes difficult and tiring to read(Vaughan,
1994).

Creme and Perdval are PrintShop aftermaiket fonts (Broderbund, 1994)installed

on the computer that was used to devdop HyperReport. Since it carmot be assumed that
all Madntosh computers that play this stack will have the fonts,these text was saved as
PICT files on all cards. This mdces the stack larger than it would have been if the fonts
remained as terd files. This added stack size is not an issue since this project is stored on
a CD-ROM.
Sound

Sound is used for narration, background,and spedal effects. In the opening title's
animation, a musical clip plays in the background as the animation unfolds,giving

students something to see,read, and hear. Within the stack,spedal audio effects are used
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to e35)lain what a hypeicomposition is. For example,one series of cards in the section
"What is a HyperRq)ort" models how sound is used to conveyinformation. In the

beginning ofthe sequence a sa«en spears with a computer monitor that shows a graphic
of a medieval community. There ate farm animals and nobles riding by on horses.
Sounds of horses, cows,and chickens serve as special effects to draw the user's attention.

Narration provides additional information and fleshes out details presented on the screen.
Althou^ sounds are periiaps the most attention-getting medium in multimedia,they can
also be distracting. Therefore,it is used selectivelyin this stack. Because this project
will be used in tiie classroom,care was taken to ensure that sounds are not ovemsed and

dismptive to the class and armoying to students. A royalty-free medieval sound clip from
the Kaboom CD (1994)serves as a musical introduction to the stack. It plaj^ as the
shooting star travels across the sky over a medieval castle. Another sound clip serves as a
musical bridge when students click the button to continue the introduction or when they
click the button that takes them to the Table of Contents.
Graphics

Graphics,in the form of color, contrast,space, art, photos, and pictures are used to
illustrate concepts and provide examples of how students use these media in their

presentations. Screens are simple and clean. Visuals and text are consistently placed on

the screen to add to readability(Heinich, Molenda,Russell,& Smaldino, 1996). Where

possible,black is used as a background for scanned pictures and clip art. This protddes a
dramatic contrast and focuses the student's attention on the graphic images.
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Copydght Issues

Original media or media for which limited use rights have been granted was used
to create the hulk of this project. For example,both Kahoom (1994) and Corel

GALLERY(1995)specifically state in their license t^ements that users have the ri^t
to modify,publish,and distribute the images and sounds. Microsoft grants permission to
use images from Encarta as long as they are not sold (Refer to Appendix D).
Photographic releases were obtained from parents and students whose pictmes
were used to create HyperReport. The signed copies are on file. A sample photographic
release is foimd in Appendix E.
Using This Program

hi order for teachers to effectively use this program,they themselves need to

possess multimedia skills. Teachers need to be familiar with HyperStudio(or another
autiioring tool) and must be able to import graphic and text from third-party sources.

They must be able to digitize video and sound. Additionally,teachers need to have tau^t
these skills to students prior to or in conjunction with the use of HyperReport.
hi order to use HyperReport,a Macintosh computer with 8 m^bytes ofRAM
and a CD-ROM drive are required. HyperStudio player needs to be provided on the disk

that stores the finished project so that students and teachers who do not have HyperStudio
3.0 will still be able to use the program. HyperStudio or the Player should to be set to 5

m^bytes of RAM. Students will need access to a scanner,audio and video recording
equipment or access to prerecorded sound effects, music,and QuickTime movies.
Prior to teaching with HyperReport,teachers need to duplicate adequate copies of

the Project Map Sheets,Project Planning Sheets, and Stoiyboard pages. Once these
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materials ate assembled and the students have identified and researched a particular topic,

they are ready to develop their HC projects using HyperReport,
Formative Evaluation

HyperR^ort was previewed by three students and two teachers. All ofthe
students and teachers were ^ven and signed the Institutional Review Board(IRB)consent

form. Parent signatures were obtained as well as the students'signatures. The ori^nal
forms are on file. Copies ofthe IRB Informed Consent and the briefing statement are
contained in the Appendix as items F and G.
The students and teachers who evaluated this program were already familiar with

HyperStudio and had created at least one stack at some point dming the school year. All
were given the opportunity to review the program in its entirety and were interviewed
regarding their evaluation of HyperReport's potential effectiveness.
Student Feedback and Evaluation

A total offour students (three 7th grade students and one 8th grader) evaluated the

program. One 7th grade student was identified in the Gifted and Talented Education
(GATE)program. The other two 7th grade students were regular education students,one
of whom had been retained in the 7th grade. The other evaluator was an 8th grade GATE
student. Students who previewed the program gave very positive feedback about

HyperReport. Theyfound it to be helpful. They commented that it was entertaining and
held their interest. All felt that it would help them organize their research information

and that creating a hypercomposition would be easier with HyperReport. The students

thou^t that they would not need to ask as many procedural and technical questions of
their teachers and would only have to go to their teachers for help on issues related to the
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study oftheir topics. They felt it was particulady helpful that they could go to the
program whenever they needed to find out what they had to do next.
Two students were left alone as they reviewed the program together. They were
overheard commenting to each other that they wished they had had this program when

they were developing their stacks. They said that it would have been easier and would not
have taken them as long as it did to complete their projects.

Some ofthe features that students found most helpful were the Project Map and

the Storyboard. One studentliked having the Table of Contents with the book metaphor.
The book was a familiar image to them and the navigation was easy. One student

instinctively clicked on an item of interest and was taken directly to that section.

During the interviews, students stated that all ofthe sections were valuable and
equally important. One student said that the Project Map was not helpful for her and she
would rather not use it. Instead she would go strai^t to the Storyboard. However,she

thou^t that other students mi^t find the Project Map useful and stated that it should
not be removed from the program. One student thought the quality ofthe audio playback
could be improved.

The student who had been retained was pleased with the animations. She said

HyperReport was entertaining and held her attention. She thought she learned a great deal
from the project and confided that she reviewed the stack a second time because it was
interesting and fun.

Based upon the students'and teachers' comments only a few modifications were
made to the stack. However,computer memory problems were reported. Students

indicated that they received error messages indicating that changes could not be saved due
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to low memory. Increasing the memory allocation on the Player to 5 megabytes seemed
to eliminate these error messages. Two buttons failed to take students to the correct card

and those have been corrected. There was no button to allow students to print the Topics
Activity page. One was added.
Students thought the program could be improved if it included information on

how to scan and save grtphic images, and how to digitize sounds and video. However,
these areas are bejrond the scope ofthe project.
Teacher Evaluation and Recommendations

Two teachers re\dewed the program. One,a teacher of 7th and 8th grade severely

emotionally disturbed children,had developed a rather large stack herself. She felt her
students would benefit from the program. During her interview,she indicated that she
would have to sit throu^ the program with the students as they worked thdr way through

it. HyperRQ)ort contained the type ofstq)by stq)procedures her students needed.
Another teacher, a 7th grade science teacher said he could use the program effectively in
his science class when students work on their science fair projects. It was his opinion

that the program could be easily used for a variety of cross-curticular activities. He,like
some ofthe students,felt that the program would be more effective if it contained
information on how to scan gr^hic images and ifit had instractions on how to digitize

sound and video. No modifications were suggested by the teacher evaluators.
Program Strengths and Limitations

HyperRqrort is founded on good task analysis. The extensive consideration of

what steps are involved in the development of a multimedia rq)ort resulted in a project
that provides good guidance for students. Undergoing a comprehensive task analysis of
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hypercomposition allows one to see the entire process from start to finish and,therefore,
develop a logical manner in which students could efficiently be guided throu^ it.
Teachers and students alike commented that the thing they liked the most was that it was
very easy to follow and that it was well-oiganized.

Metaphors played an important part in creating a project with which students
could easily identify. The use ofthe open book graphic and table of contents format was
an extremely r^jpropriate choice. It allowed students to navigate instinctively because the
metaphors used were quite familiar to them.

HjperReport is easy to use because of the Table of Contents card. It allows
students to see at a ^ance all ofthe areas that HyperReport covers and lets them access

the topic oftheir choice without having to repeat a topic they have already covered or do
not need. The teacher icon seemed to be an equally good choice for on-line support.

Students easily recognized the woman in the clip art to be a teacher and readily clicked the
icon when they needed assistance.

Another HyperReport strength is that it serves as a model for students. When
students are only somewhat familiar with hypercomposition,they may not fully
understand how the various media can be used to effectively communicate. For example,
students tend to use too many words on the screen because they are used to writing

traditional compositions. With HyperReport,students see how they can minimize the
words on the screen and add video,graphics, and/or narration to make their point. They

see the impact that animation can have on their audience,because they know the impact
HyperReport animations had on them. Consequently,students leam notjust how to

develop their projects, but they may get ideas to use in them,as well.
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Pediaps the major limitation oftMs program was its concentration on the

multimedia procedures instead of all three procedures: research, writing, and multimedia.
It is recommended that the project be e35)anded in the future to include a chapter that also

reviews the writing process since students and teachers thou^t the research review was
helpful. An additional section on scanning graphics and di^tizing video and sound are
also recommended. Althou^ these areas were outside the scope ofthe original project,
they wUl be considered in future revisions of HyperRq)ort. HyperReport is available on

CD-ROM (refer to Appendix H.)
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APPENDIX A

Reproducible Project Map

Name(s)

Period

Topic

HyperReport Project Map
Complete this project map to show the main points you intend to cover in your HyperReport.
B.

Main Point

detais

oo

TOPIC

C

E.

D.

APPENDIX B

Screen Design Reprodudble Worksheet
Period

Name(s)
Topic.

HyperReport Stack Planning Sheet
Draw your basic screen design and show where your navigation button will go.
Background color
oo

Border color
Title font and color
Text font and color

APPENDIX C

Reproducible Storyboard For Student Use

Complete storyboard frames for each screen you intend to create in your HyperReport.

Visual images

Text/ narration

Production notes:

Visual Images

Text/ narration

Production notes:

OO

On

Visual images
Production notes:

Text/ narration

Visual images
Production notes:

Text/ narration

APPENDIX D

Copyright notice from Microsoft Encarta'95 "Castle"

Castle(Latin castellum,"small fortified place"),fortified residence of a feudal lord or
monarch. Derived from the walled cities of ancient Rome and the fortified palaces of
Byzantium,the castle became virtually ubiquitous in westem Europe during the wars of
the late Middle Ages.

At first the castle consisted of a simple wooden stracture on top of a mound,
surrotmded by a ditdi. If a lord's domains were flat, he constmcted an artificial mound,or
motte. As medieval siegecraft developed, a wall or series of walls or palisades was raised
around the motte and at a distance from it; the open area within these walls became
known as the bailey. By the 11th century the motte-and-bailey form of castle was widely

prevalent. Outer walls gradually became thicker and were topped with wide battlemented
parapets.

The next step in the development of the castle was the addition by the Normans
of a towering masonry keep, or donjon, within the bailey. The keep, often some 12 to 15
m (some 40 to 50 ft)high, had thick walls and small windows.The White Tower within
the Tower of London is an example of a Norman keep. Wide,deep moats replaced the
cmde ditches; ideally filled with water but often dry,these moats were crossed by
drawbridges that could be raised from within the castle. At the castle end of the
drawbridge was an opening in the wall, containing a portcullis, a thick, iron-plated
wooden door that could be raised to clear the entrance. Within the Norman keep were

private apartments, a well for water, and everything else necessary to sustain the
inhabitants of the castle through a long siege. At first the keep was rectangular,later,it
was learned that a roimd keep was easier to defend. In the 13th century the castle became
increasingly sophisticated. Living and administrative quarters were moved from the keep
into new buildings raised within the bailey. The keep, made smaller and stronger, became
the final defensive position within a series of battlements.
A castle was often built on the edge of an impregnable cliff, ideally at a bend in
the river where it could command a view of the surrounding countryside. The Chateau

Gaillard, built by Richard I, BCing of England,in Les Andelys, France,is an example of a
strategically located castle. The use of gunpowder in projectiles brought to an end the
impregnability of the medieval castle. After 1500 the constmction of castles was no longer
feasible, and castle became a term for an imposing residence. See also Fortification and
Siege Warfare.
Further Reading

"Castle," Microsoft(R)Encarta. Copyright(c) 1994 Microsoft Corporation. Copyright
(c) 1994 Funk & Wagnall's Coiporation.
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APPENDIX E

Informed Consent/Photographic Release
Stephanie D'Antignac Reeves
Master's Project
Califomia State University San Bernardino
Piojed;Description

The purpose of this project is to develop a computer based tutorial program as
part of the master's project in histmctional Technology. Specifically,the project will
assist students in organizing their materials and media in the development oftheir
computer based hypercomposition.

1, 1 agree to permit Stephanie Reeves to use the photographic likeness of my child in the
computer based project entitled HyperReport.

2. This prognm is being conducted by Stephanie Reeves, a mastefs cmdidate at
Califomia State University San Bemardino. She is the contact person regarding questions
about myri^ts.

Parent Signature

Student Signature

Date
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APPENDIX F

Informed Consent/Briefing Statement

The purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness of a computer based
tutorial program developed as part ofthe masters project in Instractional Technology.
Specifically,the study will investigate whether 12 -16 year old students are better able to
organize their materials and media in the development oftheir computer based
hypercomposition as a result offollowing the HyperReport program.

1. I agree to participate in the researdi entitled "A Formative Evaluation of the
Effectiveness ofHyperReport.

2. This survey is being conducted by Stephanie Reeves,a mastefs candidate at California
State University San Bernardino , She is the contact person regarding questions about my
rights or any injuries.

3. It has been ejqplained to me that the reason for the research is to evaluate the
effectiveness and user-friendliness of HyperReport.The procedure I will be involved in
includes reviewing the software, developing a HyperStudio stack and answering a survey,
under the supervision of my teacher. The benefit I may ejqject from participating is that I

will learn more about developing multimedia presentations for school assignments.
4. I understand that this participation is entirely voluntarjr,I can withdraw my consent at
anytime without penalty and I can have the results ofthe partidpation,to the extent that it
can be identified as mine,returned to me,removed from the e?q)erimental records, or
destroyed.

5. It has been esplained to me that the results ofthis partidpation will remain
confidential, and will not be released in any individually identifiable form without my

prior consent,unless required bylaw. The only personal information I need to supply the
investigator are age,gender, year in sdiool, primary language, and ethnic background. Any
other information will be given on a volimtary basis.

6. It has been e3q)lained to me that this partidpation will not in any way affect how I am
evduated in my regular class and will involve no risks of any kind.

Parent Signature

Student Signature
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APPENDIX G

IRB

Stephanie D'Antignac Reeves
Master's Project
California State University San Bernardino
Project Descdption

The purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness of a computer based
tutorial program developed as part ofthe masters project in histmctional Technology.
Specifically,the study will investigate whether 12-16 year old students are better able to
organize their materials and media in the development of their computer based
hypercomposition as a result offollowing the HyperReport program.
The subjects of this study will be public school students (ages 12 to 16),from
Moreno Valley, CA. Data will be collected using a survey questiormaire developed by this
applicant. Data will be analyzed using rppropriate descriptive statistical pix)cedures.
Moimed Consent

Request for waiver of written consent is being made because the nature of the study
requires only responses to a survey questiormaire that indicates personal evaluation of
regular items related to computer skills,knowledge,impressions, attitude and ersperiences.
It is believed that these items do not in any way put respondents in physiologically or
psychologically sensitive situations.
The test of the statement for the oral consent would be as follows;

1. I agree to participate in the research entitled "A Formative Evaluation of the
Effectiveness ofHyperReport.

2. This survey is being conducted by Stephanie Reeves,a mastefs candidate at California
State University San Bemardino. She is the contact person r^arding questions about my
rights or any injuries.

3. It has been erqdained to me that the reason for the research is to evaluate the
effectiveness and user-friendliness of HyperReport.The procedure I will be involved in
includes reviewing the software, developing a HyperStudio stack and answering a survey,
imder the supervision of my teacher. The benefit I may erq)ect from partidpating is that I
will learn more about developing multimedia presentations for school assignments.
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4. I understand that this participation is entirely voluntary; I can withdraw my consent at
anytime without penalty and 1 can have the results ofthe participation,to the extent that it
can be identified as mine,retumed to me,removed from the e3q>erimental records, or
destroyed.

5. It has been e35)lained to me that the results of this participation will remain
confidential, and will not be released in any individually identifiable form without my

prior consent,unless required bylaw. The only personal information I need to supply the
investigator are age,gender, year in school,primarylanguage,and ethnic background. Any
other iirformation will be given on a voluntary basis.

6. It has been e}q)lained to me that this participation will not in any way affect how I am
evaluated in my regular class and will involve no risks of any kind.
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APPENDIX H

HyperReport: A Multimedia Management Tool
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